
Study 

Good evening, dear 
students!

Today is the 8th of May, 2020 
(Our 13th distant lesson)



David Blain: Childhood & Early Life
David Blaine White was born on April 4, 1973, in 
Brooklyn, New York City, U.S. 
He was raised by a single mother who worked at 
several jobs to make ends meet. As a four year 
old David saw a magician performing tricks in 
the subway and was thoroughly fascinated. He 
started practicing magic tricks himself with the 
tarot cards presented to him by his 
grandmother.
By the time he was 20, he had decided that he 
wanted to devote his life to magic. He received 
considerable support from his mother but she 
tragically passed away due to cancer when 
David was 21.



David Blain: Career
David Blaine started out as a street performer.
He was soon invited for an interview and his first television special, 
‘David Blaine: Street Magic’ was very successful and was followed 
by ‘David Blaine: Magic Man’ two years later.
For his shows he travelled across the country and performed tricks 
in the streets before real, unsuspecting people. 
He performed his first endurance stunt in 1999, by submerging 
himself in a 3-ton water-filled tank for seven days. 
In 2000 he performed a stunt called "Frozen in Time" in which
 he was frozen into a block of ice for 63 hours, 42 minutes and 15 
seconds. 
Over the years his tricks became increasingly dangerous and more 
exciting to watch. 

Watch the video  and say 
what you think about

 all his tricks!



H.T:
You must do everything!!!!!
1.PET-copies
Extra  2 clubs:
2.Watch the videos about different magicians, 
speak about 2 magicians you like the most and 
their tricks. Why do you like them?

 Videos:
 David Copperfield – flying, trick with money.
 David Blain – card tricks.
 Dinamo – walking on the water.
 Darcy Oake – birds, men dissapearing.



I promise
I will control
 all your work at home!

Your parents 
will be happy to know
 how hardworking you are!

Together 
we can be
 the best team!!!

Your results and clubs!
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1
Pronunciation!!!



Better pronunciation-Better impression!









How many legs does this 
Elephant have?







2
Speaking!

Dinamo-God in Disguise
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Impossible stairs – can you go up
or go down?



3
Punctuation!



Comma rules:Writing skills:



Comma rules:Writing skills:



The Golden rule of a great handwriting:
 the same height of the letters!





4
Grammar!







EXERCISE 15, p. ~ 1 5 .
ANSWERS:
 2. isn't she
 3. will they
 4. won't you 
5. are there
 6. isn't it
7. isn't he
 8. hasn't he 



9. doesn't he [also 
possible: hasn't he]
 10. can they
11. won't she
 12. wouldn't she 
13. are they “
 14. have you
 15. isn't There
 16. can't they
 17. did they
 18. did it 
19. aren't I
 20. isn't it



5
Writing!



The plan of the story:
-Beginning (завязка)
 (Past Simple+Past Continuous)

-Actions(развитие)

-Culmination (опасный 
момент)

-Ending (развязка)



Tell the story(Or write)







H.T:
You must do everything!!!!!
1.Challenges-2-55,60
2. Tag questions
Extra  2 clubs:
3.Tell the story(audio) 

 


